
Fun, Financial Gain, and Fulfillment with Artificial Intelligence. This form when completed and received
by The Last Responders entitles up to 1% of the world’s population a position in Phase One of Dinner and
a Movie. Nothing is required to buy or sell. Do not collect or send any money. Audiences, cast, and
followers of up to 12 movies with 60 variations for a total of 720 movies in up to 104 languages in 196
countries are invited with this form and a pledge sheet. An LLC for each movie will replace the temporary
website, www.tlr.life The Project to buy or not to buy a movie ticket that comes with 10 free tickets. A
lifetime access to opportunities to achieve fun, financial gain, and fulfillment beyond earth’s potential
and human abilities are being offered, thanks to A I, animation, innovations, and equal opportunities. Do
not try to approach this offer with understanding, that comes later. A I, animation, and your role in the
arts and business is about imagination, courage to step outside your box, explore the life you once
wanted or want for yourself or others with sharing.

Everyone’s 1st Movie Begins with placement: A mother of 2, a commercial pilot, lover of faith, family,
friends, golf, and soccer mom discovers she has cancer. Don Hale, playwright from Pflugerville, TX, and
Jimmy Horowitz, songwriter from Taylor, TX offer the neighborhood a musical play of theirs as a
fundraiser. Jimmy has produced 130 albums with such artists as Elton John and Rod Stewart. Neighbor
Jason Van Sickel 5-time Emmy Winning Director and Editor suggest making a movie about sharing their
love for a neighbor. In Taylor is Samsung and in Plano is Toyota. Japan is hosting the 2025 World Expo.
South Korea wants to host the 2030 World Expo. Residents of 3 nations and or those with a Samsung or
Toyota product will create a $17 Billion fundraiser filled with fun, financial gain, and fulfilment of a
dream. 30 additional $17 Billion events as part of 720 movies in Phase One. Your close-up in a movie.
You knock on a door, the door opens, and you say, “I am here to help with Dinner and a Movie”. You are
invited in and begin observing a group of people sharing scene ideas in a movie, a story, and or an idea.
A break occurs and you share a thought on what you have seen and heard.

Select 1 or more from the following. Pick an animal that spends most of its life on; _ land, _ water, _ air.
Name up to 2 animals that would reflect your personality, please print - _____________, ____________
Check what you feel you can bring to a team effort. __ Imagination __ Specialized knowledge as it relates
to my profession or work in _____________________. My passion is helping________________. I would
like to begin retirement or do quality work in the next ___ years. I would like to have my animated
character live in _______________________ and visit my character in real life with expenses paid.
Languages I speak are _______, ________. Your animated character will be transformed if you wish into
an A I millionaire to perform on your behalf with options in up 12 languages. Pick 3 most suited to your
wants and or needs, ___________, __________, __________ Optional: In the event of your death, your
position needs to be passed onto, Name, _________________ Address ________________

________________Contact Number ________________ _______________________________________

Print Your Name, Sign & Date

____________________________________
Phone email

Your information is confidential. We recommend you share this information with 1 individual you wish to
replace you as part of your estate. This is not a 401K plan or any type of retirement plan. However, your
character and your position does not die unless you do not respond. Send to not1rkc@gmail.com
llocmmoc@gmail.com Please text 618-579-3608 Mr. Clark 1st


